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(54) Display Device and Driving Method Thereof

(57) A display device (1) including a display panel
(100) which displays a video signal is disclosed. The dis-
play device includes a panel driver (120, 130) configured
to drive the display panel; a light source (160) configured
to provide light to the display panel; a light source driver
(150) configured to control the brightness of the light
source in accordance with a pulse width modulation dim-
ming signal (BDS) in synchronization with a vertical sync

signal (V_sync); and a controller (140) configured to re-
ceive the vertical sync signal, determine whether the fre-
quency of the vertical sync signal is normal or abnormal,
and provide the dimming signal to the light source driver
(150) in non-synchronization with the vertical sync signal
during at least one frame, in response to the frequency
of the vertical sync signal being abnormal.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority from Korean Pat-
ent Application No. 10-2013-0066649, filed on June 11,
2013 in the Korean Intellectual Property Office, the dis-
closure of which is incorporated herein by reference in
its entirety.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] Apparatuses and methods consistent with the
exemplary embodiments relate to a display device and
a driving method thereof. More particularly, the exempla-
ry embodiments relate to a display device and a driving
method thereof which reduces flicker generated when
image contents operating at different vertical frequencies
are switched.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] In recent years, display devices have been de-
veloped to not only display a video signal, but also to
provide a smart function which supports various applica-
tions based on a certain platform. Such applications may
operate at different vertical frequencies in accordance
with their locations of manufacture.
[0004] Therefore, when an application operating at a
vertical frequency different from a basic frequency of the
display device is executed, the vertical frequency of the
display device has to be also changed to correspond to
the contents.
[0005] In this case, the display device inevitably has a
transition section where it operates at an unstable fre-
quency during change from a previous frequency into a
next frequency.
[0006] A video signal, a backlight and the like are op-
erated in sync with a sync signal which corresponds to
the vertical frequency, and therefore a flicker, or the like,
is displayed on an unstable screen during the transition
section. To prevent a user from having an uncomfortable
experience from this, a method has been used of making
the screen become black for a moment, during a video
mute.
[0007] Recently, technology has been directed to a
seamless display of a video signal, and thus there exists
a need to maximally reduce the flicker during the transi-
tion section so that a user does have an uncomfortable
experience.
[0008] FIG. 8 illustrates a sequence where a transition
image becomes black through a video mute process and
the backlight is off during the transition section due to an
abnormal vertical sync signal when video signals having
different vertical frequencies are switched.
[0009] The above method prevents flicker, or similar

abnormal phenomenon from occurring, but the problems
still exists of having a seamed display of the image, under
the same or similar conditions.
[0010] For example, in response to contents operating
at 50Hz being reproduced in a display device operating
at 60Hz, the same black screen may be displayed when
the contents are reproduced and when the contents are
stopped.
[0011] FIG. 9 illustrates a sequence where a pulse
width modulation (PWM) dimming period is changed,
based upon a previous frame frequency Vsync_frq (n-1)
during the transition section, due to the vertical sync sig-
nal Vsync, when video signals having different vertical
frequencies are switched.
[0012] This method prevents the seamed display of
the image, but causes an abnormal backlight-off section
in response to a previous vertical sync signal frequency
Vsync_frq (n-1) being slower than the current vertical
sync signal frequency Vsync_freq (n).
[0013] Further, irregular alternation of the vertical sync
signal lasts for a predetermined period of time during the
transition section of the vertical sync signal, and thus the
flicker occurs for the predetermined period time.
[0014] For example, in response to contents operating
at 50Hz being reproduced in a display device operating
at 60Hz, the flicker may occur when the contents are
reproduced and when the contents are stopped.

SUMMARY

[0015] One or more exemplary embodiments may pro-
vide a display device and a driving method thereof, in
which a flicker is prevented when image contents oper-
ating at different vertical frequencies are switched.
[0016] Another exemplary embodiment may provide a
display device and a driving method thereof, in which an
image is seamlessly displayed when image contents op-
erating at different vertical frequencies are switched with
each other.
[0017] According to an aspect of an exemplary embod-
iment, a display device is provided; the display device
including: a display panel configured to display a video
signal; a panel driver configured to drive the display pan-
el; a light source configured to provide light to the display
panel; a light source driver configured to control the
brightness of the light source in accordance with a dim-
ming signal(pulse width modulation pulses) which is in
synchronization with a vertical sync signal; and a con-
troller configured to receive the vertical sync signal, de-
termine whether the frequency of the vertical sync signal
is normal or abnormal, and provide the dimming sig-
nal(PWM pulses) to the light source driver in non-syn-
chronization with the vertical sync signal, during at least
one frame in response to the frequency of the vertical
sync signal being determined to be abnormal.
[0018] The display device may further include a stor-
age configured to store, by frame, a current vertical sync
signal frequency, a previous vertical sync signal frequen-
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cy, and a subsequent vertical sync signal frequency.
[0019] The controller may further include a synchro-
nizing determiner configured to determine whether the
light source driver is synchronous or asynchronous with
the vertical sync signal.
[0020] The controller may be configured to provide the
dimming signal (PWM pulses) to the light source driver
in accordance with the previous vertical sync signal fre-
quency which is stored during the at least one frame, in
response to the frequency of the vertical sync signal be-
ing determined to be abnormal.
[0021] The controller may be configured to provide the
dimming signal (PWM pulses) to the light source driver
in accordance with a higher frequency than the previous
vertical sync signal frequency which is stored during the
at least one frame, in response to the frequency of the
vertical sync signal being determined to be abnormal.
[0022] The controller may set the number of pulses per
frame of the dimming signal (PWM pulses) to be applied
to the light source driver.
[0023] The controller may be configured to determine
whether the frequency of the vertical sync signal is nor-
mal, based on a comparison between the frequency of
the received vertical sync signal and the frequency of a
reference vertical sync signal.
[0024] The controller may be configured to provide the
dimming signal (PWM pulses) to the light source driver
in accordance with a shorter period than the previous
vertical sync signal stored during the at least one frame
in response to the frequency of the vertical sync signal
being determined to be abnormal.
[0025] The abnormality of the vertical sync signal may
be generated by switching of image contents.
[0026] According to an aspect of another exemplary
embodiment, a method of driving a display device is pro-
vided, the driving method including: receiving a vertical
sync signal which determines a frame frequency of a dis-
play panel; determining whether a frequency of the ver-
tical sync signal is normal or abnormal; and providing
dimming signal(PWM pulses) to the light source driver in
non-synchronization with the vertical sync signal during
at least one frame in response to the frequency of the
vertical sync signal being determined to be abnormal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The above and/or other aspects will become
apparent and more readily appreciated from the following
description of the exemplary embodiments, taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
[0028] FIG. 1 is a block diagram which partially illus-
trates a display device, according to an exemplary em-
bodiment;
[0029] FIG. 2 is a block diagram which illustrates a con-
troller of the display device, according to an exemplary
embodiment;
[0030] FIGs. 3 to 5 are views which illustrates auto-
matic synchronous/asynchronous operation logic, ac-

cording to an exemplary embodiment;
[0031] FIGs. 6 and 7 are views which illustrate a se-
quence for reducing flicker during automatic synchro-
nous/asynchronous operation, according to an exempla-
ry embodiment;
[0032] FIG. 8 illustrates a sequence where a transition
image is processed to become a black screen through a
video mute with the backlight off during a transition sec-
tion due to an abnormal vertical sync signal, when video
signals having different vertical frequencies are
switched, according to the Related Art; and
[0033] FIG. 9 illustrates a sequence where a pulse
width modulation (PWM) dimming period is changed
based on a Vsync_frq(n-1) signal of a previous frame
frequency during the transition section, due to the vertical
sync signal Vsync when video signals having different
vertical frequencies are switched, according to the relat-
ed art.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EM-
BODIMENTS

[0034] Below, exemplary embodiments will be de-
scribed in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings. The drawings only describe configurations di-
rectly related to the exemplary embodiments, and the
descriptions the other configurations will be omitted.
However, it will be understood that the omitted configu-
rations are not unnecessary in understanding an appa-
ratus or system to which the exemplary embodiments
are applied.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 1, a display device 1 includes
a display panel 100 which display a video signal; panel
drivers which drive the display panel 100; a light source
160 which provides light to the display panel 100; a light
source driver 150 which controls the brightness of the
light source 160, in accordance with a dimming signal;
and a timing controller 140 which controls the timing of
the video signal of the display panel 100.
[0036] The display device 1 may include a plurality of
elements such as a video processor (not shown), a de-
coder (not shown), a graphic processor (not shown), a
communicator (not shown), etc. in addition to the fore-
going elements, and descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0037] The display panel 100 includes a plurality of
gate lines GL1 to GLm and a plurality of data lines DL1
to DLn, which intersect with each other, thin film transis-
tors (not shown) formed at intersections thereof, and liq-
uid crystal capacitors (not shown) connected to the thin
film transistors. Although not shown, the thin film transis-
tors may include a gate electrode branched from the plu-
rality of gate lines GL1 to GLm, a semiconductor layer
arranged on the gate electrode with an insulating layer
therebetween, a source electrode branched from the plu-
rality of data lines DL1 to DLn, and a drain electrode
opposite to the source electrode. Such thin film transis-
tors control the liquid crystal capacitors.
[0038] The panel drivers include a gate driver 120 and
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a data driver 130.
[0039] The gate driver 120 sequentially supplies scan
signals to the plurality of gate lines GL1 to GLm in re-
sponse to a gate control signal GCS generated by timing
controller 140. The thin film transistors connected to the
plurality of gate lines GL1 to GLm are turned on by the
scan signal. The data driver 130 supplies data signals to
the plurality of data lines DL1 to DLn in response to a
data control signal DCS generated by the timing control-
ler 140.
[0040] The timing controller 140 receives a horizontal
sync signal H_sync, a vertical sync signal V_sync for
determining the frame frequency of the display panel 100,
image data DATA, a main clock CLK, and a reference
clock CLK. The timing controller 140 converts the image
data DATA into a format required by the data driver 130
and then transmits a pixel data RGB_DATA to the data
driver 130. The timing controller 140 respectively trans-
mits a gate control signal GCS and a data control signal
DCS to the gate driver 120 and the data driver 130, there-
by controlling the gate driver 120 and the data driver 130.
The timing controller 140 modulates the horizontal sync
signal H_sync and the vertical sync signal V_sync based
on a reference clock, and transmits the dimming signal
BDS and the light source driving signal BOS to the light
source driver 150, based on the horizontal sync signal
H_sync and the vertical sync signal V_sync.
[0041] The light source 160 may be a backlight such
as a light emitting diode (LED), a fluorescent lamp, etc.,
which is placed behind the display panel 100 and emits
light to the display panel 100 by electric power received
from an exterior source. The light source 160 may include
a plurality of lamps (not shown) for controlling the bright-
ness in response to the dimming signal BDS.
[0042] The light source driver 150 adjusts the bright-
ness of the light source 160 by controlling an electric
current applied to the light source 160 using a method of
pulse width modulation (PWM), under an external com-
mand of controlling the brightness. For example, the light
source driver 150 control the electric current of the light
source based on the dimming signal BDS transmitted
from the timing controller 140 to the light source driver
150.
[0043] Below, the timing controller 140 will be de-
scribed in detail with reference to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a block
diagram which illustrates the timing controller 140, as
shown in FIG. 1.
[0044] The timing controller 140 may include a storage
141, a detector 143, a comparator 145, a synchronizing
determiner 146, and a dimming pulse generator 149.
[0045] The storage 141 may be implemented as an
electrically erasable programmable read-only memory
(EEPROM) such as a non-volatile flash memory in the
timing controller 140. The storage 141 may previously
store frequencies of the dimming signal supplied to the
light source driver 150 and may control the brightness of
the light source 160 (hereinafter, referred to as the dim-
ming signal frequency BDS). In particular, the storage

141 may store a vertical sync signal Vfrq(n) of a current
frame with regard to the vertical sync signal frequency
V_frq, a vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq(n-1) of a pre-
vious frame, a subsequent vertical sync signal frequency
Vfrq(n+1), and reference vertical sync signal frequencies
R_Vfrq; R_Vfrq_min, R_Vfrq_max. The storage 141 sup-
plies the dimming signal frequency Vfrq to the compara-
tor 145.
[0046] The detector 143 receives the vertical sync sig-
nal V_sync and the reference clock. The detector 143
uses the reference clock to detect the frequency Vfrq of
the vertical sync signal. For example, the vertical sync
signal V_sync is counted by the reference clock of 1Hz,
thereby detecting the vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq.
The detector 143 supplies the vertical sync signal fre-
quency Vfrq to the comparator 145.
[0047] The comparator 145 receives the reference ver-
tical sync signal frequency R_Vfrq and the currently de-
tected vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq. The reference
vertical sync signal frequency R_Vfrq may be set up with
signal frequency from one among the minimum vertical
sync signal frequency R_Vfrq_min, the maximum vertical
sync signal frequency R_Vfrq_max, and predetermined
ranging vertical sync signal frequencies R_Vfrq_min ∼
R_Vfrq_max. The comparator 145 compares the current-
ly detected vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq and the
previously set reference vertical sync signal frequency
R_Vfrq, and outputs a comparison result to the synchro-
nizing determiner 146.
[0048] The synchronizing determiner 146 determines
whether the current vertical sync signal frequency is nor-
mal or abnormal, based on the result from the comparison
of the comparator 145 between the currently detected
vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq and the previously set
reference vertical sync signal frequency R_Vfrq, thereby
determining whether to make the light source 160 syn-
chronous or asynchronous with the vertical sync signal.
[0049] For example, in the case where the minimum
vertical sync signal frequency R_Vfrq_min is set up as
the reference vertical sync signal frequency R_Vfrq, in
response to the currently detected vertical sync signal
frequency Vfrq being higher than the minimum vertical
sync signal frequency R_Vfrq_min, an asynchronous
mode may be selected. Otherwise, the synchronous
mode may be selected. On the other hand, in the case
where the maximum vertical sync signal frequency
R_Vfrq_max is set up as the reference vertical sync sig-
nal frequency R_Vfrq, in response to the currently de-
tected vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq being lower
than the maximum vertical sync signal frequency
R_Vfrq_max, the asynchronous mode may be selected.
Otherwise, the synchronous mode may be selected.
[0050] In the case where the predetermined ranging
vertical sync signal frequencies R_Vfrq_min -
R_Vfrq_max are set up as the reference vertical sync
signal frequency R_Vfrq, in response to the currently de-
tected vertical sync signal frequency Vfrq being within
the predetermined ranging vertical sync signal frequen-
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cies R_Vfrq_min ∼ R_Vfrq_max, the asynchronous mode
may be selected, and otherwise, the synchronous mode
may be selected.
[0051] The dimming pulse generator 149 generates a
dimming pulse BDS to be supplied to the light source
driver 150 in accordance with the synchronous or asyn-
chronous mode determined by the synchronizing deter-
miner 146. The dimming pulse generator 149 determines
the number of PWM pulses per frame, calculates a PWM
dimming period, receives PWM dimming data, and gen-
erates a PWM dimming pulse.
[0052] Below, operations according to an exemplary
embodiment will be described in detail with reference to
FIGs. 3 to 7.
[0053] As shown in FIG. 3, in response to the minimum
reference frequency R_Vfrq being set up as the reference
frame frequency region R_Vfrq, the timing controller 140
compares the current frame frequency Vfrq(n) detected
by the detector 143 with the minimum reference frame
frequency R_Vfrq_min.
[0054] In response to the detected current frame fre-
quency Vfrq(n) being equal to or lower than the minimum
reference frame frequency R_Vfrq_min (at the minimum
reference of 50Hz when switched from 50Hz to 60Hz),
the timing controller 140 determines that the frequency
of the detected current frame is normal, i.e., the synchro-
nous mode. The timing controller 140 sets up the current
frame frequency Vfrq(n) stored in the storage 141 as the
next frame frequency Vfrq(n+1) under the synchronous
mode. That is, pulses having the PWM duty which cor-
respond to the input dimming data are output in sync with
the vertical sync signal Vsync, with as many pulses as
the number of dimming pulses per frame set up in the
next frame dimming period Tdim(n+1).
[0055] In response to the detected current frame fre-
quency Vfrq(n) being higher than the minimum reference
frame frequency R_Vfrq_min (at the reference of 50Hz
when switched from 50Hz to 60Hz), the timing controller
140 determines that the frequency of the current frame
is abnormal, i.e., the asynchronous mode. The timing
controller 140 sets up the previous frame frequency
Vfrq(n-1) stored in the storage 141 as the next frame
frequency Vfrq(n+1), under the asynchronous mode.
That is, the timing controller 140 continuously outputs
pulses having the PWM duty which corresponds to the
input dimming data regardless of the vertical sync signal
in the next frame dimming period Tdim(n+1) calculated
during a normal operating section, thereby minimizing
the generation of abnormal pulses and thus minimizing
the flicker.
[0056] The next frame dimming period Tdim(n+1) is
calculated as follows.

[0057] As shown in FIG. 4, in response to predeter-

mined ranging reference frame frequencies
R_Vfrq_min∼R_Vfrq_max are set up as the reference
frame frequency region R_Vfrq, the timing controller 140
compares the current frame frequency Vfrq(n) detected
by the detector 143 with the predetermined ranging ref-
erence frame frequencies R_Vfrq_min∼R_Vfrq_max.
[0058] In response to the detected current frame fre-
quency Vfrq(n) not being within predetermined ranging
reference frame frequencies R_Vfrq_min∼R_Vfrq_max
(at a reference range of 50Hz∼60Hz when switched from
50Hz to 60Hz), the timing controller 140 determines that
the frequency of the current frame is normal, i.e., the
synchronous mode. The timing controller 40 sets up the
current frequency (Vfrq(n) stored in the storage 141 as
the next frequency Vfrq(n+1) at the synchronous mode.
That is, pulses having the PWM duty which correspond
to the input dimming data are output in sync with the
vertical sync signal Vsync, with as many pulses as the
number of dimming pulses per frame set up in the next
frame dimming period Tdim(n+1).
[0059] In response to the detected current frame fre-
quency Vfrq(n) being within predetermined ranging ref-
erence frame frequencies R_Vfrq_min∼R_Vfrq_max (at
a reference range of 50Hz∼60Hz when switched from
50Hz to 60Hz), the timing controller 140 determines that
the frequency of the current frame is abnormal, i.e., the
synchronous mode. The timing controller 140 then sets
up the previous frame frequency Vfrq(n-1) stored in the
storage 141 as the next frame frequency Vfrq(n+1), in
the asynchronous mode. That is, the timing controller
140 continuously outputs pulses having the PWM duty
which corresponds to the input dimming data as the next
frame dimming period Tdim(n+1), which is calculated
during the normal operating section regardless of the ver-
tical sync signal, minimizing generation of abnormal puls-
es and thus minimizing the flicker.
[0060] Also, in response to the maximum reference
frame frequency R_Vfrq_max being set up as the refer-
ence frame frequency region R_Vfrq, the timing controller
140 compares the current frame frequency Vfrq(n) de-
tected by the detector 143 with the maximum reference
frame frequency R_Vfrq_max.
[0061] In response to the currently detected vertical
sync signal frequency Vfrq being lower than the maxi-
mum vertical sync signal frequency R_Vfrq_max (at the
maximum reference frequency of 60Hz when switched
from 60Hz to 50Hz), the asynchronous mode is selected.
Otherwise, the synchronous mode is selected. During
the asynchronous mode selected as above, the previous
frame frequency Vfrq_(n-1) stored in the storage 141 is
set up as the next frame frequency Vfrq(n+1).
[0062] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating automatic synchro-
nous/asynchronous operation logic according to an ex-
emplary embodiment.
[0063] As shown in FIG. 5, in response to the minimum
reference frame frequency R_Vfrq being set up as the
reference frame frequency region R_Vfrq, the timing con-
troller 140 compares the current frame frequency Vfrq(n)
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detected in the detector 143 with the minimum reference
frame frequency R_Vfrq_min.
[0064] In response to the detected current frame fre-
quency Vfrq(n) being equal to or lower than the minimum
reference frame frequency R_Vfrq_min (at the minimum
reference 50Hz when switched from 50Hz to 60Hz), the
timing controller 140 determines that it is normal, i.e., the
synchronous mode. The timing controller 140 sets up the
current frame frequency Vfrq(n) stored in the storage 141
as the next frame frequency Vfrq(n+1) at the synchro-
nous mode. That is, the pulses having the PWM duty
which correspond to the input dimming data are output
in sync with the vertical sync signal Vsync with as many
pulses as the number of dimming pulses per frame set
up in the next frame dimming period Tdim(n+1).
[0065] In response to the detected current frame fre-
quency Vfrq(n) being higher than the minimum reference
frame frequency R_Vfrq_min (at the reference of 50Hz
when switched from 50Hz to 60Hz), the timing controller
140 determines that it is abnormal, i.e., the asynchronous
mode. The timing controller 140 sets up the previous
frame frequency Vfrq(n-1) stored in the storage 141 as
the next frame frequency Vfrq(n+1) at the asynchronous
mode. The timing controller 140 continuously outputs the
pulses having the PWM duty which corresponds to the
input dimming data regardless of the vertical sync signal
in a period shorter than the next frame dimming period
Tdim(n+1) calculated during the normal operating sec-
tion. That is, high frequency pulses are provided during
the next frame dimming period Tdim(n+1).
[0066] Likewise, the maximum reference frame fre-
quency R_Vfrq_max, and predetermined ranging refer-
ence frame frequencies R_Vfrq_min ∼ R_Vfrq_max may
be used to determine whether the frequency of the ver-
tical sync signal is normal or abnormal. In the case of the
abnormal mode, the timing controller 140 continuously
outputs the pulses having the PWM duty which corre-
spond to the input dimming data regardless of the vertical
sync signal in a period shorter than the next frame dim-
ming period Tdim(n+1) calculated during the normal op-
erating section. That is, high frequency pulses are pro-
vided during the next frame dimming period Tdim(n+1).
[0067] According to the automatic synchronous/asyn-
chronous operation logic as shown in FIG. 5, not only the
generation of the abnormal pulses is minimized in order
to minimize the generation of the flicker, but also the prob-
ability of generating the abnormal pulses is significantly
reduced during the section where the asynchronous
mode is switched into the synchronous mode.
[0068] As shown in FIG. 6, in at least one frame of the
transition section where the vertical frequency is changed
from 60Hz to 50Hz or from 50Hz to 60Hz, the dimming
pulses are not in sync with the vertical sync signal but
rather are generated in accordance with the stored pre-
vious frame frequency Vfrq(n-1) and then provided to the
light source driver 150, thereby reducing the transition
and reducing the flicker.
[0069] As shown in FIG. 7, in at least one frame of the

transition section where the vertical frequency is changed
from 60Hz to 50Hz or from 50Hz to 60Hz, the high fre-
quency pulses are not in sync with the vertical sync signal
but rather are generated in a period shorter than the next
frame dimming period Tdim(n+1) calculated during the
normal operating section and then provided to the light
source driver 150, thereby reducing the transition and
reducing the flicker.
[0070] As described above, the video signal can be
seamlessly displayed during the unstable section of the
vertical sync signal Vsync generated when the image
contents operating at different vertical frequencies are
switched, so that the state of the vertical sync signal
Vsync can be detected regardless of the external logic
sequence, thereby stably generating the PWM pulses in
the light source driver while switching between the syn-
chronous mode and the asynchronous mode.
[0071] According to an exemplary embodiment, the
driving method of the display device prevents flicker and
seamlessly displays an image when the image contents
different in the vertical frequency are switched.
[0072] Although a few exemplary embodiments have
been shown and described, it will be appreciated by those
skilled in the art that changes may be made in these
exemplary embodiments without departing from the prin-
ciples and spirit of the invention, the scope of which is
defined in the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A display device comprising:

a display panel configured to display a video sig-
nal;
a panel driver configured to drive the display
panel;
a light source configured to provide light to the
display panel;
a light source driver configured to control the
brightness of the light source in accordance with
a dimming signal in synchronization with a ver-
tical sync signal; and
a controller configured to receive the vertical
sync signal, determine whether the frequency
of the vertical sync signal is normal or abnormal,
and provide the dimming signal to the light
source driver in non-synchronization with the
vertical sync signal during at least one frame in
response to the frequency of the vertical sync
signal being abnormal.

2. The display device according to claim 1, further com-
prising a storage configured to store, by frame, a
frequency of a current vertical sync signal, a frequen-
cy of a previous vertical sync signal, and a frequency
of a subsequent vertical sync signal frequency.

9 10 
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3. The display device according to claim 1, wherein the
controller further comprises a synchronizing deter-
miner configured to determine whether the light
source driver is synchronous or asynchronous with
the vertical sync signal.

4. The display device according to claim 2, wherein the
controller’s configured to provide the dimming signal
to the light source driver in accordance with the pre-
vious vertical sync signal frequency stored during
the at least one frame in response to the frequency
of the previous vertical sync signal being abnormal.

5. The display device according to claim 2, wherein the
controller is configured to provide the dimming signal
to the light source driver in accordance with a fre-
quency higher than the previous vertical sync signal
frequency stored during the at least one frame, in
response to the frequency of the previous vertical
sync signal being abnormal.

6. The display device according to claim 5, wherein the
controller is configured to set up the number of pulses
per frame of the dimming signal applied to the light
source driver.

7. The display device according to claim 1, wherein the
controller is configured to determine whether the fre-
quency of the vertical sync signal is normal, based
on a comparison between the received vertical sync
signal frequency and a reference vertical sync signal
frequency.

8. The display device according to claim 5, wherein the
controller is configured to provide the dimming signal
(PWM pulses) to the light source driver in accord-
ance with a period shorter than the previous vertical
sync signal stored during the at least one frame in
response to the frequency of the previous vertical
sync signal being abnormal.

9. The display device according to claim 1, wherein ab-
normality of the vertical sync signal is generated by
the switching of image contents.

10. A method of driving a display device, the method
comprising:

receiving a vertical sync signal to determine a
frame frequency of a display panel;
determining whether a frequency of the vertical
sync signal is normal or abnormal; and
providing dimming signalPWM pulses to a light
source driver in non-synchronization with the
vertical sync signal during at least one frame in
response to the frequency of the vertical sync
signal being abnormal.

11. The driving method according to claim 10, further
comprising storing, by frame, a current frequency of
a vertical sync signal, a frequency of a previous ver-
tical sync signal, and a frequency of a subsequent
vertical sync signal.

12. The driving method according to claim 10, further
comprising determining whether the light source
driver is synchronous or asynchronous with the ver-
tical sync signal.

13. The driving method according to claim 11, wherein
the dimming signal PWM pulses are provided to the
light source driver in accordance with the previous
vertical sync signal frequency stored during the at
least one frame in response to the frequency of the
previous sync signal being abnormal.

14. The driving method according to claim 11, wherein
the PWM pulses of the dimming signal are provided
to the light source driver in accordance with a fre-
quency that is higher than the frequency of the pre-
vious vertical sync signal stored during the at least
one frame in response to the frequency of the pre-
vious sync signal being abnormal.

15. The driving method according to claim 14, further
comprising setting up the number of PWM pulses
per frame of the dimming signal applied to the light
source driver.
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